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INTRODUCTION 

Archery and Hunting is a side hobby of my family. One day I saw some different 
configurations than what my dad usually uses and I wondered if that would make a 
difference in the speed. When you’re hunting, your arrow needs to be fast in order to 
puncture and make the kill on the animal. I hypothesized the straight – edged configuration 
would fly the fastest. I tested my hypothesis. I went to my local archery range and set up a 
tool that is used specifically for this purpose, a chronograph.  I used my compound bow and 
used 3 pre-fletched arrows of different configurations. I found that my hypothesis was 
incorrect and the helical configuration flew faster than both the straight – edged and offset 
configurations. I concluded that the helical preforms well in an indoor setting. 



RESEARCH 

Archery and bow hunting has been around since the time of early humans. Throughout the years we have made many 
changes and modifications to the arrow including the fletching. Fletchings are the colorful “feathers” or vanes that are on the back of 

the arrow towards the knock. Feltchings are very helpful in the accuracy and speed of the arrow, which comes in handy when 
hunting for game.  When in flight, fletchings are “the steering wheel of the arrow”. (“Guide” 1)  All bow hunters are different, some 
fletch their arrows in different ways to help them get the accuracy and speed they need for distance, or even for the kill. ”(“Guide” 

1) Though there are many different ways to fletch arrows, the 3 most commonly used are the straight-edged, the offset, and the 
helical. The straight-edged is the most commonly used out of all 3, and the most basic.  It is Mainly for hunting because it has little to 

no wind drag when in flight. (Meade 1)  An offset configuration is like a straight-edged but a little off to the right of the arrow, it 
almost looks like a little swirl. The offset is more effective towards stability in the arrow and accuracy when shot; It does have a little 

wind drag but not so much to make any big difference in speed. (Meade 1) The helical configuration is exactly like the offset
configuration but extreme. (Meade 1) It has the shape of a swirl and spins to make the arrow very stable and accurate; The only 

downside is that since it spins very fast, it creates a lot of wind drag which slows the arrow down tremendously unlike the offset. A 
chronograph is a tool that measures the speed of a bow, rifle, and pistol of any kind in feet per second (Fps). (Barber 1) The Ballistic 
data that is measured and collected from the Chronograph is used to improve both  the range and accuracy of any weapon. (Barber 

1) With that, we ask the question Which configuration is the fastest? 



HYPOTHESIS

If I fire three arrows, each at 3 feet, with the 
different fletching configurations named, then the 
arrow with the straight – edged configuration will 
fly the fastest because it has no wind drag. 

Photo taken by: Danielle E. Becenti. 



MATERIALS

• A Compound Bow (Diamond 
Infinite Edge Pro,)

• Release for the Bow (Tru-Fire 
Patriot Flex)

• 3 Carbon Fiber Arrows 

• 3 Sets of 3 Fletching

• A Chronograph 

• A Safe Place indoors to shoot, 
such as an Archery Range 

Photos taken by: Danielle E. Becenti. 



PROCEDURE 

• 1. Prepare Chronograph for use, eg; Calibration etc.

• 2. Stand 3 feet from chronograph and prepare arrow to fire, 
making sure no one is down range 

• 3. Draw arrow back, aim straight through chronograph and 
prepare to fire 

• 4. Fire arrow through Chronograph 

• 5. Read and record measured data from Chronograph in Feet 
per Second (Fps)

• 6. Repeat steps 1-5 for each arrow and repeat for 4-5 trials

Photo taken by: Danielle E. Becenti. 

Photo taken by: Darryl R. Becenti (Father) 



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

• According to my tests, the helical configuration was the fastest. It was 6.6 Fps faster than 
second place, the straight-edged, and 10.6 Fps faster than the offset configuration. Overall, 
the Helical fletching Configuration preforms well in an indoor setting. 

• My hypothesis stated that the straight-edged configuration would be the fastest, and my 
results did not support my hypothesis. 

• My experiement, overall went very smoothly with no problems at all. I would like to Thank 
Jeremy and his team at Xpert Archery in Farmington, NM for helping me carry out my 
experiment. 

• A future study for me could be testing in an outdoor setting with 4 fletching on each arrow 
instead of just 3. 



GRAPHS AND CHARTS

Raw Data – top 

Averaged Data – Bottom 



FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 

In the Future, I would like to test in a 
more real world environment for 
hunters by testing the same arrow 
configurations at an outdoor range. I 
think this would more accurately test 
the configurations in a real hunting 
scenario. 

Photos taken by: Danielle E. Becenti and Darryl R. Becenti (Father) 
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